REAL LOVE
Words and Music by: Derek Johnson
Key of D • 67 BPM • 4/4

Intro:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |

Verse 1:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
You are the fire that shines into the darkest places. Bright as the sun giving life to the lifeless.
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
Hope is alive, hope is in You Jesus. We will not hide that Your light has come.

Chorus 1:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
You have come with power, You have come with freedom. You have come with healing, You’re the God of real love.
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
You alone our promise. You alone our anchor. With your grace so boundless, You’re the God of real love.

Intro:
| D - - - | G - - - |

Verse 2:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
You are the voice speaking to the heart that listens. Making a noise so loud the people all come running.
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
Into Your arms, into mercy, Jesus. We will declare that Your light has come.

Chorus 2:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |

Bridge:
| A - - - | Em - - - | G - - - | D - - - |
All your signs and wonders, tell of Your love like no other.
| A - - - | Em - - - | G - - - | A - - - |
Heaven’s here among us, Lord Your Kingdom’s at hand.

Chorus 3:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
Play 2x:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
CH Vamp:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
Chorus4:
| D - - - | G - - - | Bm - - - | G - - - |
| D |
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You are the fire that shines into the darkest places. Bright as the sun giving life to the lifeless.
Hope is alive, hope is in You Jesus. We will not hide that your light has come.

Chorus 1:

You have come with power, You have come with freedom. You have come with healing. You’re the God of real love.
You alone our promise. You alone our anchor. With your grace so boundless, You’re the God of real love.
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You are the voice speaking to the heart that listens. Making a noise so loud the people all come running.
Into Your arms, into mercy, Jesus. We will declare that Your light has come.

Chorus 2:
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All your signs and wonders, tell of Your love like no other.
Heaven’s here among us, Lord Your Kingdom’s at hand.
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VERSE 1
D G
You are the fire that shines into the darkest places.
Bm G
Bright as the sun giving life to the lifeless.
D G
Hope is alive, hope is in You Jesus.
Bm G
We will not hide that your light has come.

CHORUS
D G
You have come with power, You have come with freedom.
Bm G
You have come with healing, You’re the God of real love.
D G
You alone our promise. You alone our anchor.
Bm G
With your grace so boundless, You’re the God of real love.

VERSE 2
D G
You are the voice speaking to the heart that listens.
Bm G
Making a noise so loud the people all come running,
D G
Into Your arms, into mercy, Jesus.
Bm G
We will declare that Your light has come.

BRIDGE
A Em G D
All your signs and wonders, tell of Your love like no other.
A Em G A
Heaven’s here among us, Lord Your Kingdom’s at hand.
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